Abstract-Many motor skills have an intrinsic, lowdimensional parameterization, e.g. reaching through a grid to different targets. Repeated policy search for new parameterizations of such a skill is inefficient, because the structure of the skill variability is not exploited. This issue has been previously addressed by learning mappings from task parameters to policy parameters. In this work, we introduce a bootstrapping technique that establishes such parameterized skills incrementally. The approach combines iterative learning with state-of-the-art black-box policy optimization. We investigate the benefits of incrementally learning parameterized skills for efficient policy retrieval and show that the number of required rollouts can be significantly reduced when optimizing policies for novel tasks. The approach is demonstrated for several parameterized motor tasks including upper-body reaching motion generation for the humanoid robot COMAN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advanced robotic systems face non-static environmental conditions which require context-dependent adaptation of motor skills. Approaches that optimize motions for a given task by reinforcement learning, like object manipulation [6] or walking gait exploration [1] , deal only with a single instance of a potentially parameterized set of tasks. In many cases, a low-dimensional parameterization that covers the variance of a task exists. For example, consider reaching and grasping under various obstacle positions and object postures [20] , [25] , throwing of objects at parameterized target positions [3] or playing table tennis using motion primitives that are parameterized with respect to the current ball trajectory [11] . A full optimization for each new task parameterization from a reasonable initialization, which was acquired by e.g. kinesthetic teaching, means that many computations and trials need to be performed before the task can be executed. This impedes immediate task execution and is highly inefficient for executing repetitive tasks under some structured variance.
Recent work addresses this issue by introducing parameterized motor skills that estimate a mapping between the parameterization of a task and corresponding solutions in policy parameter space [3] , [11] , [16] - [18] , [20] , [25] . Generation of training data for the training of such parameterized skills requires the collection of optimized policies for a number of task parameterizations. In previous work, each training sample is based on a full optimization for a new task parameterization starting from a fixed initialization [3] , [19] , or gathered in demonstrations e.g. by kinesthetic teaching [16] , [18] , [20] , [25] . On the one hand, requesting demonstrations from a human teacher for many task parameterizations is not only time-consuming, but also includes the risk of collecting very different solutions to similar tasks due to the redundancy of the problem. Solutions on a smooth manifold are a prerequisite to allow for generalization for unknown tasks. On the other hand, full optimization from a single initial condition requires many rollouts and neglects the already acquired knowledge about the motor skill.
In this paper, we follow the idea of [3] , [19] to apply dedicated policy optimization for new task parameterizations instead of gathering demonstrations from a tutor. We propose an incremental algorithm to establish parameterized skills that reuse previous experience to successively improve the initialization of the optimization process. Thereby we are able to incorporate state-of-the-art optimization of the policy, e.g. by CMA-ES, instead of optimizing meta-parameters of policies [11] and do not rely on library based approaches [17] . In contrast to [3] , [19] , the optimizer is initialized with the current estimate of the iteratively trained skill and allows for generalization of policy parameters to unknown task parameters. We show that this leads to a significant reduction of the number of required rollouts during skill acquisition. We refer to the process of incremental skill acquisition as bootstrapping.
We systematically show that the optimization process benefits from the initial condition proposed by the not yet fully trained parameterized skill and how this benefit depends on the model complexity of the learning algorithm. To cope with redundancy and to support the exploration of smooth manifolds in the policy parameter space, we introduce an additional cost term for optimization that we refer to as regularization of policy parameterization. In addition we apply ridge regression with regularization for estimation of a smooth parameterized skill representation. The proposed algorithm for bootstrapping of parameterized skills results in a significant speed-up of the optimization processes for novel task parameterizations. We evaluate these properties of the proposed approach on a via point task with a planar 10 DOF robot arm (see Fig. 5 ). The scalability of the approach is demonstrated by bootstrapping a parameterized skill for a reaching task incorporating the upper body kinematics of the humanoid robot COMAN (see Fig. 1 ).
II. BOOTSTRAPPING OF PARAMETERIZED SKILLS
We consider policies π θ that are parameterized by θ ∈ R N . We further assume that tasks are parameterized by τ ∈ R M . Tasks τ are distributed according to the probability density function P (τ ). The task parameterization τ reflects the variability of the task, e.g. position of obstacles, target positions or load attached to an end effector. With reference to Da Silva et al. [3] , we introduce the notion of a parameterized skill, which is given by a function Θ : R M → R N that maps task parameters τ to policy parameters θ. The goal is to find a parameterized skill Θ(τ ) that maximizes
τ is the expected reward for using policy π θ to solve a task τ . The reward function R(π θ , τ ) assesses each action of the robot defined by the policy π θ with respect to the current task parameterization τ .
We propose an algorithm to build up a parameterized skill Θ(τ ) by consolidating optimized θ for given τ . For this purpose, we assume that some sort of policy representation, e.g. a motion primitive model, and policy search algorithm, e.g. REINFORCE [26] or CMA-ES [7] , is available. The idea is to incrementally train the parameterized skill Θ(τ ) with task-policy parameter pairs (τ , θ * ), where θ * are optimized policy parameters obtained by executing the policy search algorithm for task τ . The key step is that the current estimate Θ(τ ) of policy parameters is used as initial condition for policy optimization of new tasks τ . The central outcome of this procedure is that policy search becomes very efficient due to incrementally better initial conditions of the policy search. Ultimately, Θ(τ ) directly provides optimal policy parameters and no further policy optimization needs to be conducted.
The algorithm for the parameterized skill acquisition is outlined in Fig. 2 . For each new task τ , the parameterized skill provides an initial policy parameterization θ start = Θ(τ ) (line 8). After collecting a sufficient number of pairs (τ , θ * ), the proposed parameterization θ start can achieve satisfactory rewards such that no further policy optimization (PO) by reinforcement learning is necessary. In case the estimated policy parameters can not yet solve the given task or further training is desired, the optimization from initial condition Θ(τ ) is initiated (line 10). To ensure that only successful optimization results are used for training of the parameterized skill, an evaluation of the optimization process (e.g. reward r opt exceeds a threshold r th ) is performed (line 11). If the optimization was successful, the pair (τ , θ * ) with optimized policy parameters θ * is used for supervised learning of Θ(τ ) (line 12).
Finally, lines 14-18 serve evaluation purposes during incremental training. The evaluation was performed on a predefined set of evaluation tasks in τ ev ∈ T ev that are disjunct from the training samples.
In the following, the chosen policy representation and algorithm for policy optimization are briefly introduced.
A. Selection of Policy Representation
The proposed method does not rely on a specific type of policy representation. Many methods for compact policy presentation have been proposed, e.g. based on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [5] or Neural Imprinted Vector Fields [13] . We decided for Dynamic Motion Primitives (DMP, [10] ), because they are widely used in the field of motion generation. DMPs for point-to-point motions are based on a dynamical point attractor system
that defines the output trajectory as well as velocity and acceleration profiles. The canonical system is typically defined asẋ = −αx or in our case as a linear decayẋ = −α as in [12] . The shape of the primitive is defined by
where a mixture of K Gaussians is used. C k are the Gaussian centers and V k define the variance of the Gaussians. The DMP is parameterized by the mixing coefficients θ k . We assume fixed variances V k and a fixed distribution of centers C k as in [18] .
B. Selection of Policy Optimization Algorithm
For optimization of DMP parameters θ given a task τ , we apply the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES, [7] ). Stulp et al. [21] have shown that the black-box optimization by CMA-ES is very efficient and reliable in combination with DMPs. In comparison to other reinforcement learning methods like PI 2 [23] or RE-INFORCE [26] , which evaluate the reward at each time step, CMA-ES is a black-box-optimization algorithm and operates only on the total reward of an action sequence. Stochastic optimization by CMA-ES evaluates N λ rollouts of policy parameters per generation, which are drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered at the current policy parameter estimate. For each generation the current estimate gets updated by a weighted mean of all N λ rollouts. The final number of rollouts R required for optimization is given by the number of generations times the number N λ of rollouts per generation.
C. Selection of Learning Algorithm
For learning of parameterized skills Θ(τ ) we apply an incremental variant of the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM, [8] ). ELMs are feedforward neural networks with a single hidden layer:
with input dimensionality M , hidden layer size H and output dimensionality N . Hidden Layer size was set to H = 50 for generalization in joint space and N = 20 in case of Cartesian end-effector space. Regression is based on a random projection of the input W inp ∈ R H×M , a non-linear transformation
−1 and a linear output transformation W out ∈ R N ×H that can be updated by incremental least squares algorithms. The incremental update scheme of the ELM was introduced as Online Sequential Extreme Learning Machine (OSELM) [14] that incorporates the ability to perform an additional regularization on the weights [9] or exponential forgetting of previous samples [27] . Since we expect to deal with a small number of training data, regularization of the network can help to prevent over-fitting and foster reasonable extrapolation.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In the following, we demonstrate the applicability of our proposed bootstrapping algorithm. Therefore we designed two scenarios to test the bootstrapping of parameterized skills according to the algorithm from Sec. II.
A. 10 DOF Planar Arm Via-Point Task
The goal is to optimize the parameters of a DMP policy to generate joint angle trajectories such that the endeffector of the actuator passes through a via-point in task space at time step Since there exists no unique mapping between task and policy parameter space in this example, infinite action parameterizations can be found that sufficiently solve a given task (e.g. exceed a reward threshold). To reduce ambiguities in the training data for parameterized skill learning, we add a policy regularization term to the reward function. This regularization punishes the deviation of the policy parameters Θ(τ ) from the initial parameters θ init and additionally rewards small jerk of the end effector trajectory. The initial and final arm configurations are shown in Fig. 3a . We utilize a minimum jerk trajectory [22] in joint angle space to generate the initial policy parameters θ init . The overall reward is given by:
The reward depends on the DMP parameters θ that result in a 10 dimensional joint trajectory transformed by the kinematics of the robot arm to the end-effector trajectory p t . The jerk is based on the third derivative of the end-effector trajectory p t as proposed in [4] and is represented as one objective in the reward function Eq. 4(a). In addition the reward function refers to the distance to the desired via-point v of the end-effector trajectory Eq. 4(b) and the regularization term Eq. 4(c). 3f shows solutions for three exemplary tasks τ from the test set. The gray scale of the end effector trajectories refers to the number of consolidated training samples and shows that the parameterized skill improves as more optimized samples have been used for training. In addition we evaluated the overall performance that can be achieved by the ELM learner in comparison to KNN Regression and Linear Regression as well as the effect of regularization. Those results are shown in Fig. 3b and reveal that the ELM, a non-linear, global learner for Θ(τ ), is able to gain the highest rewards on the test set. The effect of an exponential forgetting of training data can be seen in Fig. 3c . The forgetting factor is implemented by weighted linear regression of the readout weights of the learner of Θ(τ ). By forgetting earlier training samples (λ < 1), higher rewards can be achieved after bootstrapping. As the parameterized skill provides a better initialization for the policy search, better solutions can be found since a better initialization reduces the risk of getting stuck in a local minimum. Therefore it is beneficial to forget earlier solutions in favor of new policy search results. In case not all tasks can be solved by policy search due to local minima (as in Sec. III-B), an improved initial guess Θ(τ ) can affect the rate of solvable tasks as well. Fig. 5(a) shows the mean initial reward for all tasks τ ev in the test set for the estimated policy parameters Θ(τ ) as function of the number of incorporated training samples. Fig. 5(b) shows that policy optimization benefits from the improved initial policy parameters Θ(τ ) by reducing the number of required rollouts to solve novel tasks (exceed a certain reward threshold). A significant reduction of the required number of rollouts compared to the initialization with the first training sample θ init , e.g. baseline, can be seen.
B. Reaching Through a Grid
In this scenario we optimize a reaching task defined by end effector trajectories to reach certain points on a plane behind a grid-shaped obstacle. The scenario shows the scalability of the purposed approach to more complex tasks. The goal is to reach points on a 2D target plane behind the grid-shaped obstacle without collisions. The experiments are performed in simulation with the humanoid robot COMAN [2] as shown in Fig. 1 . We utilize 7 DOF of the upper body including waist, chest and right arm joints. Motions are represented in Cartesian space utilizing 3 DMPs with K = 5 basis functions (as in Eq. 2), resulting in a M = 15 dimensional optimization problem. The policy parameters are transformed by DMPs to desired Cartesian end effector trajectories p * t . The kinematics as well as reachability of the robot lead to executable end effector trajectories p r,t in Cartesian space. For each time step t of the desired end effector trajectory p * t , an inverse Jacobian controller tries to find a configuration of the robot that complies with p * t and maximizes the distance to all obstacles in the null-space of the manipulator Jacobian [15] :
where p * t − p r,t is the distance between the desired end effector trajectory p * t and the trajectory p r,t reached by the robot. The term Z maximizes the distances ||d min,l || of all L links to the grid obstacle in the null-space I − J † J . The maximization of the distance to the closest point can be achieved by following the direction −d min,l in joint space by the point Jacobian J p,l of the closest point to the obstacle. For policy optimization, the reward function is given by
Length of Trajecory (a)
where T is the duration of the trajectory. The reward in Eq. 7 is a weighted sum of four parts with weighting factors α i :
(1) The length of the desired end effector trajectory p d,t that is defined by policy parameter θ; (2) In addition to the punishment of long trajectories (Eq. 7(a)), the reward takes the reproducibility of the trajectories into account. Therefore, Eq. 7(b) punishes deviations of the reached end effector position p r,t in relation to the desired end effector position p * t ; (3) The distance maximization of all links to the grid obstacle r d,t is considered in Eq. 7(c). The optimization criterion representing the maximization of the distance to the grid-obstacle r d,t is given by:
It represents a quadratic relationship to the minimum distances d min,l over all L links to all obstacles in the scene in case the distance falls below a given threshold d B . This criterion refers to the the work presented by Toussaint et al. [24] where it was used in the context of null-space constraints for humanoid robot movement generation; (4) An additional normalization for small policy parameterizations as given by Eq. 7(d).
Results:
We evaluated the bootstrapping of the parameterized skill as described in Sec. II. For training, we selected N train = 20 random target positions on the target plane in front of the robot. For evaluation, we created a fixed regular grid for point sampling of N test = 39 positions on the target plane. Fig. 6 reveals that the reward of the initial guess θ start = Θ(τ ) of the parameterized skill increases with the number of presented training samples. In comparison to the previous experiment in Sec. III-A, the optimization algorithm does not always succeed to find a solution for all tasks of the test set. Fig. 6(b) shows an increasing success rate in relation to the number of consolidated samples and thereby the reward of the initial parameters θ start of the policy search. This indicates that increasingly better initial conditions Θ(τ ) for policy optimization reduce the risk to get stuck in local minima during optimization. In terms of number of rollouts that are required to fulfill a new task, we observe similar results as in the 10 DOF arm experiment: The number of required rollouts necessary for task fulfillment decreases the more training data were consolidated. This results in a bootstrapping and acceleration of the parameterized skill learning.
IV. CONCLUSION
We introduced a bootstrapping algorithm to incrementally train parameterized skills. Since we have to operate on a small number of training samples, we assumed smoothness of the mappings between task and policy parameter spaces. Our results indicate that the DMP space is well suited for parameterized robot trajectory generation and a smooth mapping between task parameterization and DMP space is a valid assumption. We verified that the incremental learning of parameterized skills is possible and that the incremental update can significantly speed up policy search for novel task parameterizations. Moreover, we showed that initialization of the optimization process with successively improved solutions (i.e. with higher rewards) extends also the number of successfully solved tasks (i.e. exceed a reward threshold). To support consistent training samples without ambiguities caused by the redundancy of the parameterized skill formulation, we introduced additional cost terms in the optimization, which we call regularization of the policy parameterization. To investigate the deeper connection between regularization of the parameterized skill learner and the reward function remains future work.
